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Abstract

Taking the multilateral sanctions program launched against Russia in 2014
as a case study, this paper investigates the economic effects of sanctions and
counter-sanctions on a target economy. A synthetic control method for com-
parative case studies is employed to construct counterfactuals. The estimation
results demonstrate that in Russia following sanctions and counter-sanctions
real GDP per capita, FDI net inflows and income inequality fell, while the ban
on agricultural and food imports introduced by Russia boosted the domes-
tic agricultural sector, resulting in higher agricultural productivity and farm
worker incomes. Various placebo studies confirm the significance of obtained
estimates. Results are robust to random donor samples.
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1 Introduction

International sanctions are increasingly relied upon as tools for inducing policy
changes in a target country by raising the costs to the target country for pursu-
ing policies found unsavory by the sanctioning countries. There is a rich body of
examples of international sanctions throughout the 20cth century (see e.g. Hufbauer
et al., 2007).

In this paper, I estimate the economic effects of sanctions and counter-sanctions
on a target economy, using as a case study the multilateral sanctions program
launched against Russia in 2014. The special interest arises from the fact that
it involves economic and financial sanctions implemented by a large number of ad-
vanced countries and includes protective counter-sanctions undertaken by the target
country.

While earlier papers studying macroeconomic effects of Russian sanctions use
time-series analysis techniques, I estimate the causal effects of Russian sanctions
and counter-sanctions with the synthetic control method (SCM) for comparative
case studies (Abadie and Gardeazabal, 2003; Abadie et al., 2010; Abadie et al.,
2015). This transparent, data-driven approach, which allows direct estimation of the
causal effects of an intervention, has been used in many applications (e.g. Acemoglu
et al., 2016; Billmeier and Nannicini, 2013; Cavallo et al., 2013; Campos et al., 2019;
and Puzzello and Gomis-Porqueras, 2018). The SCM has several advantages over
other approaches (Abadie et al., 2015). Billmeier and Nannicini (2013, p. 987) note
that “while panel models control only for confounding factors that are time invariant
(fixed effect) or share a common trend (difference-in-differences),” the SCM accounts
for time-varying unobservable confounding factors. Using the SCM, counterfactuals
(synthetic control units) are constructed as a convex combination of unaffected units
and the causal impact of the intervention is estimated as the difference in post-
intervention periods between actual outcome variables and synthetic counterparts
(provided a good pre-intervention fit is obtained).

The SCM has been applied by Mirkina (2018) in examining the effects of sanc-
tions on foreign direct investments for a large set of target countries, and Gharehgozli
(2017) in assessing the impact of sanctions on Iran’s GDP. Taking into account the
“smart” nature of sanctions and counter-sanctions imposed by Russia, I consider
a broader spectrum of possible impacts of sanctions, including the impact of sanc-
tions on GDP per capita and foreign direct investment, as well as the effects on
agriculture value added and income inequality. Two measures of agriculture value
added are considered to assess whether counter-sanctions imposed on imports of food
products from sanctioning countries caused sectoral and productivity changes in the
Russian economy. Income inequality is considered as counter-sanctions potentially
enhance earnings of agricultural laborers, while smart sanctions lower the incomes
of the Russian elite. This work differs from the empirical studies of Neuenkirch and
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Neumeier (2016) and Afesorgbor and Mahadevan (2016) on the distributional con-
sequences of sanctions by providing an evidence from a single country and given the
particular combination of sanctions and counter-sanctions involved in the Russian
case makes it possible to suggest a mechanism through which income inequality is
affected. Thus, the investigation of the effects on agriculture value added per worker
serves also this purpose.

In estimating the effects of sanctions and counter-sanctions, I address the fol-
lowing question: What would be the levels of the outcome variables in Russia had
no sanctions or counter-sanctions been in force since 2014?

The estimation results show that the agriculture value added in GDP in actual
Russia for the period 2014–2017 is on average higher by 0.54 percentage points
annually compared to the counterfactual. This suggests that import substitution
took place as a result of the counter-sanctions in the form of bans on agri-food
imports introduced by Russia. The estimates reveal that sanctions and counter-
sanctions since 2014 have reduced FDI net inflows as a percentage of GDP on average
by 2 percentage points a year. For real GDP per capita, it is important to account
for the decline in oil prices that began in the fourth quarter of 2014. To disentangle
these effects, I construct a counterfactual that closely mimics the Russian economy
in terms of oil rents to estimate the causal effects of sanctions and counter-sanctions.
The estimates suggest that there was on average a $1,337 loss of per capita GDP
per year over the 2014–2017 period, i.e. 5% of annual average GDP of synthetic
Russia in this period. The largest drop is estimated for 2015, which is also the only
significant estimate based on the lead-specific p-values. Income inequality, measured
by the Gini coefficient, is found to be lower on average by 1 percentage point per
year compared to the counterfactual over the 2014–2016 period. This result can
be explained by the adverse effects of smart sanctions on top income earners and
improvements at the other end of the income distribution due to counter-sanctions
leading to expansion of agricultrual sector. The argument is further supported by
the finding that agriculture value added per worker increased by about $3,900 per
year on average during 2014–2017, reflecting both improvements in productivity and
living standards of agricultural laborers.

The robustness of the results is confirmed by performing placebo studies as
suggested in Abadie et al. (2010) and Cavallo et al. (2013). The robustness of results
to random donor pools is assessed in accordance with the approach of Campos et
al. (2019).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a brief overview
of the sanctions introduced in 2014 and reviews the relevant literature. Section 3
presents the empirical methodology and the data. Section 4 reports and discusses
the results. Section 5 concludes.
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2 Literature review

International sanctions can inflict long-lasting harm on the target economy. Neuenkirch
and Neumeier (2015), assessing the impact of UN and US economic sanctions on
GDP growth for 1976–2012, find that UN sanctions decrease a target country’s an-
nual real per capita GDP growth rate by more than 2 percentage points. Moreover,
the negative impact lasts for 10 years, accounting for an aggregate decline in GDP
per capita of 25.5%. US sanctions are found to have a smaller impact, decreasing the
target country’s GDP growth by 0.75–1 percentage point, with the adverse effects
lasting for seven years and producing an aggregate decline of 13.4%.

Here, I study the economic effects of a multilateral sanctions program combined
with counter-sanctions undertaken by the target country. I use as a case study
the multilateral sanctions program imposed on Russia in 2014. The geopolitical
tensions between Russia and Ukraine over the Crimea precipitated a diplomatic
crisis between Russia and roughly 40 countries, including the EU-28 and the US.
The sanctions undertaken by the international community included diplomatic and
economic sanctions. Diplomatic sanctions, e.g. suspension of partnership talks, were
introduced in March-April 2014. Sanctions in the forms of asset freezes and travel
bans were imposed on individual and entities in March 2014. This was followed
by imposition of economic sanctions in July and September 2014 that targeted
Russia’s energy, defense, and financial sectors. In particular, access to Western
capital markets was banned for Russia’s six major banks.

Russia responded with its own set of counter-sanctions. In March 2014, the exis-
tence of an undisclosed blacklist of Western officials and politicians was announced.
In August 2014, an agricultural and food import ban was imposed on sanctioning
countries.

These sanctions and counter-sanctions have subsequently been extended since
2014, broadly remaining within the mentioned types. For a detailed timeline of
events and sanctions, see e.g. Crozet and Hinz (2016), Dreger et al. (2016), Ko-
rhonen et al. (2018), or Russel (2018). Korhonen et al. (2018) provide a brief
review of the history of sanctions against Russia and counter-sanctions, as well as
an assessment of the impacts on the Russian economy and the economies of other
countries involved.

Various estimates of the impacts of sanctions and counter-sanctions on the Rus-
sian economy have been offered (e.g. Reuters, 2014, 2017; Russell, 2018). Alexei
Kudrin, an adviser to president Vladimir Putin and a former finance minister, sug-
gested that the cost of sanctions in 2017 was 0.5% of Russian GDP, noting that
this was less than the initial decline from the 1% of GDP experienced in the first
years of sanctions (Reuters, 2017). Based on their own counterfactual analysis, the
IMF (2019) reports that sanctions explain 0.2 percentage points of the shortfall of
Russia’s growth rate in the period 2014–2018 from the growth expectation of the
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October 2013 WEO. The IMF (2015) also reported an estimated reduction of Rus-
sian real GDP in the short-run of around 1–1.5% while over the medium run with
prolonged sanctions the cumulative output loss was predicted to be as high as 9%
of GDP (the duration of the short and medium-run is not spelled out in the report).

A number of relevant studies on the effects of Russia sanctions deserve mention.
Applying the event-study methodology, Stone (2016) estimates the effects of

economic sanctions on Russian securities prices. He finds that news of sanctions
decreased returns and increased the variance of returns of Russian securities in the
sanctioned sectors relative to non-sanctioned ones. However, no significant difference
was established within a sector for sanctioned and non-sanctioned firms. The paper
concludes that sanctions are effective in imposing economic costs on Russia and
three channels of transmission of the sanctions effects are suggested: lower expected
profits, higher uncertainty, and negative wealth effects.

Ahn and Ludema (2019) develop a theoretical model where the government can
choose to “shield” strategically important firms from negative effects induced by
smart sanctions. They then examine the impact of smart sanctions on the firm
performance using firm- and individual-level data for US-EU sanctions episodes
against Russia beginning in 2014. They find significant losses for sanctioned firms
compared to non-sanctioned firms, and that strategic firms outperform sanctioned
non-strategic firms. The authors point out that this last finding is evidence of an
unintended allocation of damage to taxpayers that demonstrates the cronyism of
the prevailing regime.

Using bilateral flow data, Belin and Hanousek (2019) study the effectiveness
of sanctions imposed on exports and imports. Their paper finds a much stronger
decline in European and American food imports than in exports of extraction equip-
ment. The authors also attribute variations in sanction effectiveness to enforcement
differences.

Peeva (2019) assesses the political impact of sanctions on Russian elections to
investigate how sanctions affected the targeted regime. She points out that Putin’s
vote share increased by 1.54 percentage points in the 2018 presidential election rela-
tive to the 2012 election at polling stations geographically proximate to sanctioned
firms.

The first group of papers, reviewed above, find that Russia sanctions, while ad-
versely affecting targeted entities economically, also had unintended political effects.

The macroeconomic effects of Russia sanctions are considered in the following
group of papers.

Dreger et al. (2016) take on the impact of economic sanctions and oil prices on
exchange rate of Russias ruble using daily data covering the period January 1, 2014
to March 31, 2015. Based on impulse response analysis and variance decomposition
in a cointegrated VAR model, they find that the greater part of ruble depreciation is
related to the drop of oil prices, while conditional volatility is driven by unanticipated
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sanctions.
Tuzova and Qayum (2016) obtain similar results in a VAR model. Using quar-

terly data from 1999Q1 to 2015Q1, they find a significant impact from changes in oil
prices. For sanctions remaining in place until the end of 2017, they find an average
19% reduction of real GDP on the quarter-to-quarter basis for the forecast period.

Applying a structural vector autoregression model, Kholodilin and Netsunajev
(2019) investigate the real effects of the sanctions on the Russian and euro-area
economies with quarterly data for the period 1997Q1–2018Q1. Using an aggregate
index that measures the intensity of economic sanctions in the spirit of Dreger et al.
(2016), they obtain weak evidence for the decline of growth rates in Russia and in
the euro-area. Although the effects are small, depreciation pressures in the wake of
sanctions are identified.

Finally, Crozet and Hinz (2016) examine the trade effects of Russia sanctions and
counter-sanctions from both the macro and micro perspectives. Using monthly data
in a general equilibrium trade model, they estimate significant trade losses for both
Russia and the sanctioning countries. For the sanctioning countries, most losses are
incurred for products not targeted by Russian counter-measures, i.e. self-inflicted
losses described by the authors as ”friendly fire.” Taking French firm-level customs
data, they identify the source of the friendly fire, i.e. the decline in imports, to be
increased country risk rather than a change in Russian consumer preferences with
respect to French products.

Unlike the above studies, I use a panel dataset for the period 2000–2017 and
construct counterfactuals employing the SCM, a transparent statistical methodology
to perform data-driven comparative case studies. The SCM has been used previously
in two sanctions studies. Mirkina (2018) considers data from 1970 to 2010 to study
the effects of sanctions on foreign direct investment in many countries sanctioned
during that time period. Gharehgozli (2017) assesses the effects of intensification of
sanctions on Iran’s GDP during 2011–2014.

Taking into account the smart nature of sanctions and counter-sanctions im-
posed by Russia, I look at a broader spectrum of possible impacts of sanctions than
any of the above-mentioned studies, including those focused on the macroeconomic
effects of sanctions on Russia. Along with the impacts of sanctions on the GDP
per capita and foreign direct investment, I examine the effects on agriculture value
added and income inequality. Two indicators of agriculture value added are con-
sidered in assessing sectoral and productivity changes in the Russian economy from
the imposition of counter-sanctions, restricting imports of agri-food products from
sanctioning countries. Income inequality is also considered, as sanctions target the
Russian elite and counter-sanctions impact the domestic agricultural sector and,
hence, the earnings of agricultural laborers. Note that there are earlier studies ex-
amining empirically the distributional consequences of sanctions. Neuenkirch and
Neumeier (2016) find that US economic sanctions adversely affect people living in
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poverty and Afesorgbor and Mahadevan (2016) obtain that economic sanctions tend
to exacerbate income inequality in a target country.1 This paper differs from those
providing an evidence from a single country and given the types of sanctions and
counter-sanctions in force makes it possible to suggest a mechanism through which
inequality is affected. For this purpose, I also consider effects on agriculture value
added per worker.

3 Empirical methodology and data

This section briefly presents the methodology and then discusses the data and details
on selection of control countries into donor pools.

3.1 Methodology

To estimate the evolution of the Russian economy in terms of specific outcome vari-
ables if it was not subject to sanctions and did not impose counter-sanctions itself,
I use the SCM developed by Abadie and Gardeazabal (2003) and further extended
in Abadie et al. (2010).

The effect of intervention (i.e. sanctions programs) at time period t for country
i, is represented as:

αit = Y I
it − Y N

it , t ≥ T0,

where Y I
it is the outcome variable at time period t for the country exposed to the

intervention at time period T0 and Y N
it is the outcome variable observed at time

period t for country i had it not been exposed to intervention. Assuming that
intervention had no impact before T0, for all t < T0 the following holds Y I

it = Y N
it .

In order to estimate the effects of intervention, α̂it, the Y N
it , for t ≥ T0 should

be estimated. This is the unobserved variable, i.e. the counterfactual. As the
estimation of the effect of intervention is performed with the SCM, the counter-
factual is constructed as a convex combination of control countries not exposed to
intervention, where the weights are chosen optimally. The optimal weights, w∗

j , are
chosen to minimize the pre-intervention difference between the affected country and
its synthetic counterpart in terms of covariates of the outcome variable (denoted by
Zi − (r × 1) vector of observed covariates, which are not affected by the interven-
tion). Assuming that there are N + 1 countries and the affected country is denoted
by i = 1, the unbiased estimator of causal effect of the intervention, suggested by

1For details on the theoretical considerations in the hypothesis formulations, see their papers.
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Abadie et al. (2010), is given as:

α̂1t = Y1t −
N+1∑
j=2

w∗
jYjt, t ≥ T0

where the weights (w∗
j ≥ 0,

∑N+1
j=2 w

∗
j = 1) satisfy

∑N+1
j=2 w

∗
jZj = Z1 and

∑N+1
j=2 w

∗
jYjt =

Y1t for t < T0. All related details on the SCM and proofs can be found in Abadie et
al. (2010).

After applying this methodology to estimate the effects of sanctions, I perform
number of robustness exercises. First, following Abadie et al. (2010) and Cavallo
et al. (2013), I conduct placebo tests to assess the chances of observing effects
of the same magnitude for the whole post-intervention period and for each post-
intervention period if the intervention is assigned at random in the donor pool. I
also follow Campos et al. (2019) by randomly selecting countries into donor pools
to analyze how sensitive the results are to a particular donor pool choices.

Details on data and selection of control countries are presented in the next sub-
section.

3.2 Data and control countries

Data
I use a panel dataset of countries covering the period 2000–2017, which, if not
stated otherwise, comes from the World Bank World Development Indicators (WDI)
database.

I study five outcome variables: real GDP per capita (PPP, 2011 international
dollars), foreign direct investment (net inflows, % of GDP), agriculture, forestry, and
fishing, value added (as percentage of GDP and per worker),2 and income inequality
measured by the Gini coefficient. In choosing the pre-sanctions characteristics for
GDP per capita, I follow the corresponding literature (Abadie et al.,2015; Campos et
al., 2019; and Cavallo et al., 2013). Thus, I use the following predictors of economic
growth: per capita real GDP, inflation rate, shares of industry and agriculture in
value added, gross capital formation, secondary education, trade openness, and GDP
per capita growth. Along with these predictors, I also use an important characteristic
of Russian economy, oil rents (% GDP). The last characteristic applies to all outcome
variables. For the FDI predictors, I use the predictors that the relevant literature
uses as main determinants of FDI (see e.g. Schneider and Frey (1985); Asiedu, 2006;
Blonigen and Piger, 2014; Anderson et al., 2017; Mirkina, 2018). It includes FDI,
real GDP per capita, trade openness, inflation rate, oil rents, and GDP per capita

2For brevity, I refer to these indicators as agriculture share (value added, % of GDP) and
agriculture value added per worker.
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growth. For the outcome variables on two measures of agriculture value added,
I use agriculture value added, GDP per capita and its growth rate, gross capital
formation, trade openness, and oil rents. For income inequality outcome variable, I
use Gini coefficients obtained from the Standardized World Income Inequality Data
(SWIID) version 8.1 of Solt (2019).3 The data are available for 2000–2016. The set of
predictors, drawn following Roine et al. (2009), Afesorgbor and Mahadevan (2016),
and Neuenkirch and Neumeier (2016), include GDP per capita, school enrollment
(secondary), trade openness, tax revenues as a percentage of GDP, rural population
as a percentage of total population, agriculture share, population growth, and Gini
coefficient.

Control countries
I exclude from the analysis the affected countries, i.e. those that have imposed
sanctions on Russia and then subject to Russian counter-sanctions. I also exclude
from the analysis other countries subject to sanctions since 1975 (see e.g. Mirkina,
2018; Neuenkirch and Neumeier, 2015). After excluding countries because of data
unavailability, 46 countries are left in the donor pool. Following Puzzello and Gomis-
Porqueras (2018),4 the baseline group of countries is also constructed such that
the countries in terms of the average of their outcome variables in pre-intervention
periods diverge from the ones for Russia within a specified range.5

4 Estimation results

Estimates of the causal impacts of the sanctions and counter-sanctions on five out-
come variables for Russian economy, as well as the robustness analysis, are presented
and discussed in this section.

4.1 Estimated effects

Synthetic Russia is constructed as a convex combination of the countries in the donor
pool such that it most closely resembles Russia in terms of the pre-sanctions values
of the predictors of the outcome variables. Table 1 reports the estimation results. It

3For the considered countries and time period, this dataset provides the largest coverage (e.g.
WDI data were only available for five control countries and only up to 2015). Note that the Gini
coefficient here is based on disposable income and the mean of reported 100 values for any given
observation is used in the analysis.

4They limit the control pool based on the outcome variable as “it summarizes the effects of its
determinants” and the control pool is restricted because of the concerns regarding interpolation
biases that may arise if the units in the control pool are too different in their economic character-
istics (Abadie et al., 2010) or overfitting that may arise because of a large number of units (Abadie
et al., 2015).

5Divergence must be within 80%.
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also reports the countries that have obtained positive weights in the synthetic Russia
(weights in parentheses). In the baseline model for GDP per capita, synthetic Russia
is composed of 43.5% Kazakhstan, 22.8% Trinidad and Tobago, 19.2% Korea, 13.9%
Costa Rica, and 0.6% Bahamas.

Table A1 in the Appendix compares the pre-intervention characteristics of actual
and synthetic Russia. The synthetic country matches most of the characteristics
quite well and much better than the average in the donor pool, confirming that the
average of the countries in the donor pool does not provide a suitable control group
for Russia. For GDP per capita (Panel C, Table A1), note that synthetic Russia
closely resembles actual Russia in terms of oil rents as a percentage of GDP, while
the average for the control countries is much lower. In other words, the drop of oil
prices in the fourth quarter of 2014 affects the GDP of synthetic Russia to a similar
extent as that of actual Russia. Hence, synthetic Russia impacted by the oil price
drop provides a reasonable estimate of GDP per capita in the absence of sanctions
and counter-sanctions.

Given the obtained weights for the baseline models, Figure 1 depicts actual and
counterfactual trends for the outcome variables (left column for each outcome vari-
able). In all cases, the solid line represents actual Russia and the dashed line depicts
the estimated synthetic counterfactual. The vertical line divides the pre-sanction
period from its aftermath. Synthetic Russia for the considered outcome variables
provides close fit in the pre-intervention period. This observation is bolstered by the
values for the root mean square prediction error (RMSPE) and pre-sanction gaps
reported in the Table 1.

It can be inferred from Figure 1 that the counterfactual reproduces actual data
for agriculture share quite accurately. Divergence of the actual and counterfactual
series after 2014 suggests that the share of the agriculture in the value added would
have been lower without sanctions and counter-sanctions. The baseline estimate
reported in Table 1 shows that the share of agriculture value added in GDP for the
period 2014–2017 would have been on average lower by 0.54 percentage points per
year in the absence of sanctions and counter-sanctions. Thus, the estimation results
suggest that import substitution took place as a result of Russia’s counter-sanction
bans on agri-food imports.
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Table 1: Estimation results

Agriculture share FDI GDP per capita Gini coefficient Agriculture value
added per worker

Baseline
17
coun-
tries

All
46
coun-
tries

Baseline
25
coun-
tries

All 46
coun-
tries

Baseline
27
coun-
tries

All 46
coun-
tries

Baseline
12
coun-
tries

All 15
coun-
tries

Baseline
25
coun-
tries

All 42
coun-
tries

( 1 ) ( 2 ) ( 1 ) ( 2 ) ( 1 ) ( 2 ) ( 1 ) ( 2 ) ( 1 ) ( 2 )

Control KAZ (45.3) DOM (12.3) BWA (3) COG (8.8) BHS (0,6) CRI (7.3) DOM (36.2) DOM (35.2) CRI (69.3) DOM (34.2)
countries KOR (19.8) KAZ (31.7) DOM (2) GHA (15) CRI (13.9) HKG (8.5) KAZ (21.6) KAZ (20) DOM (9.5) KOR (13.2)
with LCA (9.9) LKA (6.4) LAO (36.3) KAZ (6.2) KAZ (43.5) KAZ (44.6) KOR (39.7) KOR (41.7) KAZ (10.5) ZAF(52.6)
positive OMN (6.6) TTO (48.2) LKA (37.6) LKA (52.2) KOR (19.2) PAK (11.1) MEX (2) MEX (3.1) ZAF (10.7)
weights ZAF (18.4) UGA (1.4) OMN (16) QAT (9.5) TTO (22.8) QAT (0,4) MKD (0,5)

QAT (5.2) SUR (8.4) TTO (28.2)

Pre-intervention period
Difference 0.04 0.08 0.06 -0.09 -147.64 [-0.72] -215.46 [-1.06] 0.00 0.00 35.36 [0.42] -5.95 [ -0.07]
RMSPE 0.10 0.18 0.66 0.58 418.29 425.09 0.00 0.00 700.39 737.45

Post-intervention period
Difference 0.53 0.54 -2.06 -2.63 -1337.11 [-5.13] -1039.59[-4.38] -0.01 -0.01 3932.95[39.22] 3924.58[39.10]
RMSPE 0.54 0.54 2.23 3.31 1393.49 1092.57 0.01 0.01 4100.85 4085.73

p-value 1/18 2 / 47 1/26 1 / 47 3 / 28 16 / 47 1 / 13 1 / 16 1/26 3 / 43

Note: The weights of countries in the synthetic unit (in percent) are given in parentheses and due to rounding may not sum exactly to 100. For each
period, the difference is calculated as the difference between the averages of the variables for the actual and synthetic countries over that period of time.
For GDP per capita and agriculture value added per worker, the percentage differences between the averages are provided in brackets.
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Figure 1 shows that the pre-intervention period counterfactual provides a close fit
for FDI (net inflows, % of GDP) and that there would have been greater net inflows of
FDI as a percentage of GDP in the absence of sanctions and counter-sanctions. The
average difference between actual and counterfactual data in the post-intervention
periods is equal to around -2 percentage points of GDP. In other words, FDI net
inflows as a percentage of GDP would have been about 2 percentage points higher
annually after 2014 had there been no sanctions or counter-sanctions. This finding
comports with the finding of Mirkina (2018) that sanctions had a negative impact
on FDI in many sanctions episodes in the 1990s.

As Figure 1 depicts, real GDP per capita also would have been considerably
higher had there been no sanctions and counter-sanctions imposed in 2014. The
negative effect diminishes over time. Note, however, that the largest loss estimated
for 2015 ($1,685) is still much smaller than the real GDP per capita loss of $3,236.80
(16.4% of real GDP per capita) estimated for Iran in 2014 by Gharehgozli (2017)
using the SCM.

Table 1 indicates that real GDP per capita for the entire 2014–2017 period would
have averaged $1,337 more per year in the absence of sanctions and counter-sanctions
and that the loss is around 5% of average annual GDP of synthetic Russia for that
period. This estimate is closer to the medium-run estimate reported by the IMF
(2015). Note the tiny average percentage difference in the pre-intervention period
of -0.7% (i.e. $ 148 lower on average), confirming a good fit for the pre-sanctions
period.

The next-to-last panel of Figure 1 depicts the baseline results obtained for in-
equality measured by the Gini coefficient.6 Synthetic Russia experiences higher
inequality than actual Russia. The figures in Table 1 suggest that the sanctions and
counter-sanctions programs reduced inequality on average by 1 percentage point
annually. In contrast, Afesorgbor and Mahadevan (2016) find that sanctions in-
creased inequality in their cross-country analysis of 68 target countries of the pe-
riod 1960–2008. Because sanctions targeted Russia’s elite and counter-sanctions
improved the agriculture sector, a possible explanation may be that the negative
impacts of sanctions manifested at the high end of the income distribution and
the positive effects at the low end. A quick glance at the data displayed in Ta-
ble A2 in the Appendix confirms the decrease after 2013 in the shares of total
income/consumption of the richest Russians (top 1%,10%, 20%), while other groups
experience a relative increase. Due to the data limitations and unavailability of
data, however, it is not possible to quantify these effects rigorously by constructing

6The baseline donor pool is constructed with a requirement that the value for Russia be the
median in the donor pool. The pre-intervention values are already within 80%, but constructing
the restricted set this way allows checking of the sensitivity of results to random donor pools.
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Figure 1: Results of baseline estimations
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counterfactuals.7 On the other hand, the estimation results in the last panel of
Figure 1 bolster the suggested explanation. We see a considerable increase in agri-
culture value added per worker, which is indicative for improvement in productivity
and standard of living of those engaged in agricultural sector. As Table 1 reports,
the estimated average annual increase is around $3,900 per worker for the period
2014–2017.

As a final note regarding these estimates, Table 1 baseline estimation results
discussed are similar to those obtained with larger donor pools (which involve unaf-
fected countries with available data for considered predictors). Thus, these baseline
estimates are robust to larger donor pools. This conclusion remains broadly unchal-
lenged when the significance of these estimates is considered in the next subsection.

4.2 Inference about the estimated effects

To determine the significance of the baseline results, a placebo intervention is as-
signed to each country in the donor pool and the counterfactuals are estimated (see
e.g. Abadie et al., 2010). An estimated effect for Russia is not considered signifi-
cant if it is not large enough relative to the placebo estimates. Figure 1 (see right
columns for each outcome variable) reports the results, where in black color is the
gap estimated for Russia and the placebo gaps are in gray. If the estimated placebo
effect is large due to a poor fit in the pre-intervention period, the distribution of
ratios of post- to pre-sanctions RMSPEs are further analyzed (which is common for
this type of placebo test). These ratios are reported in the Figure 2.

The ratios when the outcome variables are agriculture share, FDI, inequality and
agriculture value added per worker are the largest in the corresponding donor pools,
with probabilities of random assignment of intervention to generate as large post/pre
RMPSEs as for Russia being equal to 1/18, 1/26, 1/13, and 1/26, respectively
(see Table 1). Thus, the estimated effects are significant. The ratio for Russia,
when the outcome variable is GDP per capita, is the third largest, meaning that
if the intervention is assigned at random, the probability of achieving a post/pre
RMPSE ratio as large as Russias is 3/28=0.11, which can be regarded as marginally
significant.

The p-values for the cases with donor pools including all the potential control
countries for corresponding model specifications are reported in Table 2. They
confirm that the baseline results are robust to larger donor pools, not only in terms

7If the data for Russia in a given dataset were available for the periods of interest (2015, the
latest), the donor pools were reduced to a handful of countries, i.e. just two countries with UNU-
WIDER (2018), five countries with the World Bank’s WDI, and four countries with the WID. This
made it impossible to match the outcome variables appropriately. Note that the same applies to
the poverty rate, measured by the percentage of the population living below $5.50 a day, purchasing
power parity adjusted (in this case the pool is reduced to three control countries, source: WDI).
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of the estimated effects but also in terms of the levels of their significance. In most
cases, we see an improvement in significance levels. The sole exception is GDP per
capita, which also comes with the poorer pre-intervention fit.

Figure 2: The distribution of ratios of post to pre-sanctions RMSPEs
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Following Cavallo et al. (2013), I report the lead-specific p-values in Figure
3. The estimated effects for agriculture share are significant for all periods at all
conventional levels. For 2014, 2015, 2016, and 2017, the estimated gaps are 0.47;
0.6; 0.64; 0.43 percentage points of GDP, respectively. For FDI, the estimated gaps
are significant for all periods except 2016. The estimated gaps are -2.18, -2.27, -0.69,
and -3.08 percentage points of GDP for 2014, 2015, 2016, and 2017, respectively.

In the case of real GDP per capita, the decline in 2015 is significant, which is
estimated to be a $1,685 loss (6.4%) compared to the synthetic counterpart. The
probability of observing a decline of $1,522 in 2016, which accounts for 5.9% of
its synthetic counterpart, is 11%, which is marginally significant. The differences
estimated for the other periods are not statistically significant (for 2014 and 2017,
the estimated losses are $672 and $1,470, respectively).
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Figure 3: Lead-specific p-values
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The estimated Gini coefficient effects are significant for all leads. The estimated
gaps are -0.65, -1.08, and -1.56 percentage points for 2014, 2015, and 2016, respec-
tively.

The effects estimated for agriculture value added per worker are significant at all
periods. The estimated effects are quite large; for 2014, 2015, 2016, and 2017 they
are $2,465, $3,983, $3,586, and $5,698, respectively. The largest effect is estimated
for 2017.

4.3 Results with random donor samples

Following Campos et al. (2019) to assess the sensitivity of the baseline results to
specific composition of the baseline donor pool, I make 5,000 random draws from a
larger donor pool consisting of 46 countries,8 where each random donor pool consists

8For Gini coefficient, the larger pool consists of 15 countries and thus number of possible
combinations is 455. For agriculture value added per worker, the larger donor pool includes 42
countries.
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of as many control countries as the baseline donor pool (see Table 1). The results
reported in Table 2 generally confirm the baseline estimated effects.

Table 2: The estimated effects using 5,000 random donor pools: some statistics

Agriculture
share

FDI GDP per capita Gini co-
efficient

Agriculture
value added
per worker

Effect in the baseline estima-
tion

0.53 -2.06 -1337.11 [-5.13] -0.01 3932.95 [39.22]

Percentage of estimation with
negative effects (out of 5,000
random samples)

12.14 99.90 77.88 100 0

Percentage of estimation with
positive effects (out of 5,000
random samples)

87.86 0.10 22.12 0 100

Median effect across random
5,000 samples

0.41 -2.34 -743.18 [-2.91] -0.02 3693.76 [35.97]

Average effect across 5,000
random samples

0.35 -2.32 -665.74 [-2.53] -0.02 3398.16 [33.05]

Effect using comparable pre-
sanction fit

0.55 -1.84 -1107.78 [-4.28] -0.01 2472.21[22.05]

Note: For GDP per capita and agriculture value added per worker, the percentage differences
are also reported in brackets.

Most of the estimates from random donor samples obtained for all outcome vari-
ables have the same signs as the baseline estimate. In particular, all the estimates
obtained with random donor pools for inequality and agriculture value added per
worker have the same signs as the baseline estimates. Further, the average (median)
across random samples is quite close to the baseline estimate (with the exception of
real GDP and Gini coefficient). For GDP per capita the median (average) estimates
of the intervention effects are lower in absolute value than the baseline estimate, indi-
cating that the baseline overestimates the effects of sanctions. For Gini coefficient,
there is an underestimation of the effect with the baseline estimate, i.e. random
donor samples provide effects twice as large. However, when cases with comparable
pre-intervention fit are considered,9 the average estimates across those random sam-
ples are more in line with the baseline estimates (see Table 2 for details). Figure 4
displays the results, with baseline effects depicted by black lines.

9Cases that have pre-intervention fits as good as the baseline models.
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Figure 4: Estimated effects using random donor pools with comparable fits
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Figure 4 shows that agriculture value added per worker and GDP per capita
baseline results overestimate the effects compared to the results from random donor
pools with comparable fits. In the case of FDI, models with random donor samples
estimate a larger drop for 2015 and higher increase for 2016 than the baseline model.

5 Concluding remarks

This paper studied the economic impact on the Russian economy of the West-
ern sanctions and Russian counter-sanctions launched in 2014. The synthetic con-
trol method (SCM) was applied to construct counterfactuals and estimate how the
economy would have evolved since 2014 had there been no sanctions and counter-
sanctions. Focusing on five outcome variables, the analysis revealed that sanctions
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induced decreases in real GDP per capita, FDI net inflows and income inequality,
while the ban on food imports introduced by Russia triggered an expansion of the
domestic agricultural sector.

In the case of real GDP per capita, on average a loss of $1,337 per year is esti-
mated, i.e. 5% of synthetic Russia’s annual average GDP. This finding is close to
an early estimate reported by the IMF (2015) for the medium run, but smaller than
the estimate for Iran’s sanction regime (Gharehgozli, 2017). Some of the mitigation
in sanction impacts may have come from an increase in the value-added contribu-
tion of agriculture to GDP, which was 0.54 percentage points higher than in the
counterfactual. Sanctions and counter-sanctions on average reduced FDI inflows
(as a percentage of GDP) by 2 percentage points a year. The negative effect on
the Russian economy from sanctions with respect to FDI inflows comports with the
findings of Mirkina (2018), who reports similar adverse effects in numerous sanctions
episodes during the 1990s.

Income inequality is found to be lower on average by 1 percentage point in com-
parison to the counterfactual. This finding contradicts the cross-country analysis
of Afesorgbor and Mahadevan (2016), who find sanctions aggravate inequality. A
possible explanation for the Russian case is that smart sanctions targeted top in-
come earners, while Russia’s counter-sanctions helped expand the agriculture sector,
positively affecting lower income groups in that sector. Specifically, it is estimated
that the agriculture value added per worker for the period 2014–2017 has increased
on average by about $3,900 per year. This indicates improvements in the produc-
tivity and standard of living of agricultural laborers and supports the suggested
mechanism behind the effects on inequality.

Various placebo studies confirm significance of the obtained estimates. Results
are robust to random donor samples.
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7 Appendix

Table A1: Predictor Means Before 2014

Russia Synthetic Russia Donor Pool

Panel A. Outcome variable: Agriculture share

Agriculture share (2000) 5.75 5.62 5.13
Agriculture share (2007) 3.78 3.88 3.90
Agriculture share (2013) 3.16 3.17 3.43
GDP per capita (PPP) 20482.11 19089.95 16412.14
GDP per capita growth, annual 5.20 4.37 1.95
Gross capital formation 21.93 26.09 25.50
Inflation rate 11.92 5.89 5.57
Oil rents (% of GDP) 10.94 11.06 8.30
Trade openness 54.36 82.50 93.69

Panel B. Outcome variable: FDI net inflows, % of GDP

FDI net inflows, % of GDP (2001) 0.93 1.09 1.75
FDI net inflows, % of GDP (2006) 3.80 3.82 2.91
FDI net inflows, % of GDP (2011) 2.68 2.55 2.52
FDI net inflows, % of GDP (2013) 3.01 2.98 2.33
GDP per capita (PPP) 20482.11 17637.05 14739.30
GDP per capita growth, annual 5.20 4.09 2.84
Inflation rate 11.92 7.89 5.84
Oil rents (% of GDP) 10.94 7.89 5.15
Trade openness 54.36 77.53 77.83

Panel C. Outcome variable: GDP per capita (PPP)

Agriculture share 4.32 4.46 7.32
GDP per capita (PPP) 2000 14050.85 14063.12 10997.13
GDP per capita (PPP) 2013 25551.09 25526.94 15455.62
GDP per capita growth, annual 5.20 5.17 1.75
Gross capital formation 21.93 24.90 26.45
Industry share 30.55 36.48 31.04
Inflation rate 11.92 7.09 5.87
Oil rents (% of GDP) 10.94 10.12 4.78
Schooling 88.09 94.01 79.99
Trade openness 54.36 88.64 98.20

Panel D. Outcome variable: Gini coefficient

Agriculture Share 4.32 4.88 9.21
GDP per capita (PPP) 20482.11 18290.33 13325.32
Gini coefficient (2001) 0.37 0.37 0.39
Gini coefficient (2006) 0.37 0.37 0.39
Gini coefficient (2008) 0.37 0.36 0.39
Gini coefficient (2013) 0.35 0.35 0.38
Oil rents (% of GDP) 10.94 4.12 3.14
Population growth -0.18 0.97 1.07
Rural population as percent of total population 26.45 28.65 40.14
Schooling 88.09 88.67 80.18
Tax revenue as percent of GDP 14.42 13.65 14.42
Trade openness 54.36 76.88 84.60

Panel E. Outcome variable: Agriculture value added per worker

Agriculture value added per worker (2001) 6459.84 6743.41 5963.61
Agriculture value added per worker (2010) 9357.36 9911.88 7130.72
Agriculture value added per worker (2013) 12056.46 11185.65 7626.49
GDP per capita (PPP) 20497.69 12103.13 17604.33
GDP per capita growth, annual 5.13 3.11 1.74
Gross capital formation 21.93 21.40 25.83
Inflation rate 11.92 8.91 5.43
Oil rents (% of GDP) 10.94 1.97 5.83
Trade openness 54.36 76.69 95.78
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Table A2: Russian inequality data for 2013–2015 obtained from WID, UNU-
WIDER, and WDI

Source Indicator 2013 2014 2015

WID Gini coefficient 0.54 0.52 0.52
(based on fiscal income) Bottom 50% 0.17 0.18 0.18

Middle 40% 0.37 0.39 0.39
Top 10% 0.45 0.43 0.43
Top 1% 0.20 0.19 0.18

UNU-WIDER (2018) Gini coefficient 40.88 39.88 37.74
(based on consumption) Q1 6.37 6.59 6.91

Q2 10.28 10.58 11.11
Q3 14.40 14.69 15.18
Q4 20.96 21.02 21.51
Q5 48.01 47.12 45.29

WDI (World Bank) Gini index (World Bank estimate) 40.90 39.90 37.70
Income share held by lowest 10% 2.60 2.60 2.80
Income share held by highest 10% 32.40 31.90 29.70
Income share held by second 20% 10.30 10.60 11.10
Income share held by third 20% 14.40 14.70 15.20
Income share held by fourth 20% 21.00 21.00 21.50
Income share held by highest 20% 48.00 47.10 45.30
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